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End Date 16 January 2020 

 
Responses Received: 
 
 

From Polling Station Comment 

Presiding Officer Littleham Disabled access. Access to the hall is via two steep steps which lead directly off the road and there is no stair 
rail.  
 
Electricity. The caretaker had kindly set 4 heaters running so the hall was warm when we arrived. However, 
during the afternoon 3 of the heaters cut out. This knocked out double socket in the hall and a further socket in 
the chapel.  
 
Entrance door The door catch broke causing us to be locked in and voters to be locked out. We told the 
caretaker and a handyman came. He removed the catch part of the lock but left the spindle in and this caused  
The door to lock again on several occasions. The only way this can be solved is for a complete new lock and 
handle to be installed but this did not happened on the day. 
 
 

Councillor 
Pennington 

Littleham There were some problems which occurred on Dec 12th 
1) The entrance door was actually locked when I attended to vote and had to be opened by the PO 
2) Disability access remains difficult 
3) The PO were left cold due to the failure of the heating system 
 
The balance is the station is in the centre of the village with easy walking distance for many residents.  There is 
adequate parking for those having to travel. 
 
If there has been adverse comments from residents I would certainly listen to them. 
 
On balance, my response to  the consultation would be to continue to review this venue as it is not perfect, but 
slightly better than other alternatives.  The next planned election is PCC May 2020 - a chance to again review 
would be best option. 
 
 

County Councillor 
Andrew Saywell 

Torrington Rural 
Polling Stations 

I think the current arrangements for my rural parishes are ok. 
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Broadwoodwidger 
Resident 

Broadwoodwidger When I voted on 12 December I found that there was no vehicular access to the polling station as the barrier 
had not been removed. The station is located at the bottom of a steep slope, the walk there is not such a 
problem but the thought of the walk back up the hill almost deterred me from voting. 
 
Why oh why was the polling station removed from the easily accessible Roadford Lake site?  
 
 

Councillor 
Watson 

Broadwoodwidger With a review being carried out in 2018 for the polling venue for Broadwoodwidger, I can confirm that I am 
happy with The Community Hub as the polling station for Broadwoodwidger as it has a large meeting room, on-
site parking, good facilities and disabled access. 
 
 

Councillor 
Hackett 

Broadwoodwidger Personally I do know the new hub, which is a lovely building in the centre of the village, with more than 
adequate parking. Roadford Lake is further from a population centre and we are trying to keep transport to a 
minimum due to our green credentials.  
 
 

 


